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Wildfire Research at EESA
At Berkeley Lab, experts in climate modeling, hydrology, geochemistry, and microbiology are exploring how 
these large and ever more intense wildfires impact forest composition, water quality, and the vegetation and 
soils that keep carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases from entering the atmosphere. 

Scientists from the Earth and Environmental Sciences Area have also partnered with colleagues at UC Berkeley 
and other institutions in establishing the Berkeley Fire Research Consortium to build a Berkeley fire research 
community and lay the groundwork for potential future collaborations across research areas. 

For more information about EESA wildfire research, contact Robinson Negron-Juarez at robinson.inj@lbl.gov

Berkeley Lab Wildfire Research at a Glance

Wildfires have become more frequent and 
destructive with hotter, drier weather and earlier 
snowmelt due to climate change. Since 2017, 
the U.S. has spent more than $24 billion fighting 
wildfires and addressing damages to property 
and energy infrastructure.

An EESA research team is collaborating with Sonoma County water agencies and the  
U.S. Geological Survey to analyze the quality of water as it moves through the Russian River 
and surrounding watershed.

bit.ly/2JTQLzg

EESA researchers are using computer modeling to shed light on how wildfires can 
affect stream flow, groundwater levels, and snowpack and snowmelt. The team recently 
found that post-wildfire conditions in an important California watershed resulted in 
greater winter snowpack and subsequently greater summer runoff as well as increased 
groundwater storage.

bit.ly/2qtyFNq

A Berkeley Lab study found that the combination of climate change and increased wildfires 
will cause the iconic evergreen conifer trees of Alaska to get pushed out in favor of 
broadleaf deciduous trees. Their next study will attempt to quantify how these changes in 
vegetation will impact the forests’ ability to act as a carbon sink.

bit.ly/2qvbmmr 

One of the 17 U.S. Department of Energy national laboratories, Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory was founded in 1931 on the belief that the 

biggest scientific challenges are best addressed by teams.
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